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Abstract

Supporting Web-based services through geographical
distributed clusters of servers is a common solution to the
increasing volume and variability of modern traffic. These
architectures pose interesting challenges to request man-
agement strategies where the most important goal is not to
achieve maximum performance, but to guarantee stable and
robust results. In this paper, we propose novel request man-
agement algorithms that are based on autonomic principles
that is, on loose collaboration among the closest nodes and
no knowledge about the global system state. Experimental
evaluation shows that our autonomic-enhanced algorithms
can guarantee robust performance in a variety of settings
and reduce standard deviations of the response times with
respect to existing request management algorithms.

1 Introduction

The Web has grown to a large scale in the number and
variety of offered services and user population. The in-
creasing degree of complexity behind Web-based services,
possibly unpredictable user demands and flash crowds pose
new challenges to the system architects. Server replication
on a large scale has been increasingly applied to support
any kind of Web-based services, because it is considered
the best architecture to improve the quality of distributed
services. Systems implementing replication at a geograph-
ical scale typically consists of multiple clusters of servers,
where each of them hosts replicas of the Web resources.
The design space for these architectures is huge in terms
of strategies for system dimensioning, network position-
ing [13], replica placement [18,25], data consistency [30].

The focus of this paper is on request management al-
gorithms that should guarantee system stability and con-
sequent user-perceived stability to respond to user expec-
tation that Web-based services are available all the time

and must respond soon despite any foreseeable augment
in population. In particular, we want to evaluate the con-
venience of applying autonomic properties to request man-
agement strategies in these geographically distributed clus-
ters. This innovative approach is motivated by some charac-
teristics of the geographically distributed architectures that
cannot be based on centralized solutions and strong inter-
actions among the system components, and by the neces-
sity of adapting the system behavior to continuous changes
of unexpected events. Many existing solutions deal with
traffic surges by over-provisioning the server system, but
they waste resources and are unsuitable to face temporary
and unpredictable flash crowds. On the other hand, the
proposed management algorithms remove architecture bot-
tlenecks by anticipating possible component overload and
by gradually shifting portions of requests among the clus-
ters. We integrate into the request management algorithms
some fundamental autonomic concepts, such as decentral-
ization of control, information collection and reflection,
smooth adaptation to changing environment, loosely cou-
pled collaboration with the closest nodes, and we demon-
strate improvements in terms of stability and robustness of
the user-perceived and system-perceived performance. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that de-
signs and investigates autonomic-enhanced algorithms for
request management on a geographical scale. We exclude
any centralized scheme [8] that can work well on a locally
distributed scale, but not in a geographical scenario. We
propose a trend-based activation scheme that is based just
on local system information with no cooperation among
other clusters. It is self-adaptable and guarantees best sta-
bility especially when it is enriched by a probabilistic ap-
proach to decide about redirection. On the other hand, ex-
isting strategies are founded on a threshold basis for acti-
vation/deactivation [14], that is not autonomic and risks to
lead the system to unstable oscillations.

Another important novelty of this paper is its evaluation
approach that is oriented to consider and prefer system sta-
bility and robustness instead of comparing algorithms on
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the basis of optimal performance in short periods of times
or for specific workloads.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a typical model of a geographically distributed system and
motivates the necessity of request redirection in order to an-
ticipate critical load situations, and improve system stability
and robustness of performance results. Section 3 discusses
the design space of request management algorithms, includ-
ing autonomic-enhanced policies. Section 4 analyzes main
results of the experimental evaluation carried out for differ-
ent workload scenarios. Section 5 discusses related work.
Section 6 concludes the paper with some final remarks.

2 System model and motivation

Geographic replication has been employed by many
kinds of Internet-based services, especially those manag-
ing large collections of data. Examples include content
delivery networks [11, 22], peer-to-peer file sharing plat-
forms [24, 19]. We focus on the Web context [8], although
the overall approaches are applicable to other Internet-based
architectures as well.

Systems implementing replication at a geographical
scale typically consists of multiple clusters of servers that
are placed in strategic Internet regions that is, Autonomous
Systems (AS) that are very well connected with the other
regions. The placement problem is out of the scope of this
paper. For several economic, management and data consis-
tency reasons, the number of clusters in the reality is in the
order of some units: up to now, 4-5 sites are more com-
mon than 10-20 sites, although in the near future the most
popular services will be hosted by more than ten clusters.
Each cluster is typically characterized by a multi-tier archi-
tecture [26] and by a very large Internet connection (e.g.,
an OC-48, 2488 Mbit/s). In order to facilitate cooperation
and information exchanges among the clusters, each cluster
is well connected with the Internet regions hosting the other
clusters (e.g., an OC-12, 622 Mbit/s). Without loss of gener-
ality, in this paper we assume that clusters are homogeneous
in terms of server architectures and they hosts a replica of
all the resources. A simplified model of the geographically
distributed architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Whenever a client wishes to download a resource, the
system typically selects a replica nearby and directs the re-
quest to the cluster from which a copy of that resource can
be get. This first dispatching choice privileges the reduc-
tion of the transmission delay (that is, Internet proximity),
but it does not take into account of the service time that
a cluster needs to generate its response. A similar request
management scheme is unable to respond to possible flood
of requests that may reach a cluster, while some other clus-
ters may be underutilized. Moreover, our experience sug-
gests that Web performance perceived by the users is in-

Figure 1. Model of a geographically dis-
tributed architecture supporting Web-based
services

creasingly dominated by the server delays, especially when
contacting busy Web sites [3]. In order to guarantee system
stability and user-perceived stability, geographically repli-
cated systems are often enriched by a second level dispatch-
ing where each cluster can handle inter-cluster redirections.
Many specific techniques, including HTTP request redirec-
tion, URL rewriting, reverse proxies, exist to carry out re-
quest redirections. The problem is how to manage request
distribution on a geographical scale with the goal of guar-
anteeing system stability and robustness. In Section 3 we
present some autonomic-inspired strategies. Here, we mo-
tivate the necessity of requests redirection when the work-
load scenario is characterized by unpredictable load peaks,
flash crowds and heterogeneous arrivals and non-uniform
presence of the users in different Internet regions.

In a geographically distributed context, centralized solu-
tions for redirection are inapplicable, but we see that fully
decentralized schemes with no redirection are unsuitable as
well, because they bring to severe load unbalance and con-
sequent performance degradation. For example, let us con-
sider the model in Figure 1. We assume that three clusters
receive an unrealistic stable number of requests (Workload
profile 1 in Figure2), and one cluster receives a realistic
workload where the pattern of active users follows the pro-
file presented in [4] (Workload profile 2 in Figure2). In the
experiment lasting for 3600 seconds we consider that the
clusters are subject to requests based on the TPC-W bench-
mark [29], and WAN effects between a client and a cluster,
and among clusters are emulated through the netem pack-
age [15] using the realistic parameters that are described in
Section 4.

In Figure 3, we report the mean Web page response times
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over the experiment for Cluster 1 and 2, which are repre-
sentative of the two sets of clusters (the mean is evaluated
in intervals of 5 seconds). Cluster 1, which is subject to
static load, preserves the mean response time around 1 sec-
ond during the entire experiment, with a standard deviation
of 183 msec. On the other hand, Cluster 2 shows a signif-
icant augment of the mean Web page response time (3.52
seconds) and, even worse, a severe fluctuation of the re-
sults resulting in a standard deviation of 2731 msec. (This
is about 14 times higher than the standard deviation charac-
terizing the response time of the Cluster 1 and, even worse,
it may be amplified by the geographical context). Hence, we
can confirm the intuition that, when the clusters are subject
to realistic workloads, a fully decentralized scheme charac-
terized by independent load management among the clus-
ters does not help the system to guarantee stable and robust
results. As centralized solutions are impracticable in a geo-
graphical context, in the next section we present some dis-
tributed request management algorithms that are enhanced
by one or multiple autonomic principles.

Figure 2. Patterns of the requests
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Figure 3. Response times in a fully decentral-
ized system

3 Request management algorithms

Request management on a geographical scale is a critical
process that requires decisions both in the design phase and
at runtime. Moving load from one cluster to other(s) implies
a tradeoff because each redirection consumes time and re-
sources, and may increase the user perceived latency if the
additional network time is not compensated by a reduced
server time. From the system point of view, the costs of
cooperative request management must be counterbalanced
by the gains in terms of improved stability and robust-
ness. In this section, we outline the request management
design space, we discuss the alternatives that may lead to
autonomic-enhanced algorithms, and we present a selection
of algorithms characterized by non-autonomic, partially-
autonomic or autonomic features.

3.1 Space of alternatives

Any request management algorithm includes a lot of al-
ternatives at the level of the trigger mechanism, activation
policy, selection policy, location policy, load mechanism,
degree of cooperation.

• Decision mechanism.The decision mechanism speci-
fieswhodecides about request management. The main
alternatives are between a centralized or a distributed
mechanism. In the former case, one component de-
cides for all the incoming requests to which cluster
they should be redirected. In the latter case, each
Web cluster decides independently whether to accept
or redirect a user request.

• Activation/deactivation policy. The activation policy
determineswhena Web cluster has to activate the redi-
rection process and when it has to stop it. To preserve
locality and integrity of the user sessions, we assume
that requests may be redirected only at the beginning
of a session; once assigned to a cluster, all the requests
within that user session are served by the selected clus-
ter.

• Selection policy. Once a cluster has decided to acti-
vate the redirection process, the selection policy deter-
mineswhich requests have to be redirected. The reas-
signment is non-preemptive that is, only requests that
have not yet been served are eligible for redirection.

• Location policy. The location policy decideswhere
the requests have to be redirected or, in other words,
which cluster has to receive them.

The previous policies may be state-blind or state-aware
in the sense that they take decisions on the basis of some
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state information. In the state-aware instance, we can con-
sider thedegree of informationthat is, the number of clus-
ters for state evaluation, and thestate informationthat spec-
ifies the type of data that are considered for state evaluation,
such as the monitored hardware/software resources, perfor-
mance indexes, sampling frequency. In this paper, we con-
sider the CPU utilization of the back-end nodes as the most
representative information for the state evaluation. (This
choice depends on the nature of the workload. Other work-
load models could lead to different choices.) In particular,
during the experiments, we evaluate continuous state repre-
sentations as the exponential weighted moving averages of
the past 10 samples (EWMA10) of the CPU utilization of
the back-end nodes of the clusters [2].

3.2 Request management and autonomic
properties

There are many possible alternatives for each request
redirection choice: some are against the spirit of autonomic
computing, others are may be considered partially or totally
autonomic. We are interested to evaluate which of these
choices can lead to autonomic-enhanced algorithms for re-
quest management that can improve robustness and stabil-
ity of the geographically distributed Web system. Let us
consider the most important properties behind an autonomic
scheme.

• P1: decentralization of control. The idea is to aug-
ment the system robustness and scalability by dis-
tributing the decisions among all the participating
components (clusters). Removing the single point of
failure characterizing a centralized decision scheme
improves the fault tolerance too.

• P2: Information collection and reflection. Each sys-
tem component should be able to use its state informa-
tion to acquire knowledge about its internal state. This
knowledge can be used to decide between competing
demands and to avoid possible bad decisions.

• P3: Adaptation to a changing environment. Each
system component should use state information about
itself and other close components to dynamically adapt
the request management process according to varying
load conditions. One of the main goals is to keep all
clusters away from overload situations (that is,load
sharing, while load balance among the clusters is not
pursued because considered unrealistic.

• P4: Loosely-coupled collaboration. In order for a
system to scale properly to large sizes while preserving
robustness, any decision should be taken only in col-
laboration with a limited number of “neighbor” com-
ponents. The main goals are to avoid communication

overheads and to reduce stale information effects [9]
that may easily occur on a geographical scale.

Based on these properties, we can classify the algo-
rithms for request management into three categories:non-
autonomic(no autonomic property is present),partially-
autonomic(at least one autonomic property is included),
andautonomic(all decisions are taken on the basis of some
autonomic attribute). We present a significant selection of
possible request dispatching algorithms by considering that
an evaluation of all the alternatives is unfeasible in this pa-
per. Table 1 summarizes the choices for each request man-
agement feature, and their impact on the autonomic proper-
ties.
Non autonomic algorithms This class of algorithms vio-
lates all the autonomic properties. A non autonomic algo-
rithm may be based on a centralized trigger mechanism, ac-
tivates/deactivates the redirection process state-blindly (or,
at most, using very basic state information), does not adapt
the redirection process in face of varying load conditions,
and collaborates with the entire set of clusters. We consider
two non autonomic algorithms.

The CentrLL algorithm is a classic example of least
loaded assignment strategy across the whole set of nodes. It
is based on a centralized decision mechanism that activates
redirection when the load of the corresponding back-end
node overcomes a threshold of 2/3 of its maximum capacity,
and keeps on redirecting requests until the load falls below
the same threshold. Requests are redirected to the cluster
that has the lowest load at the back-end server. Every clus-
ter in the system is eligible for redirection. TheCentrRand
algorithm is based on a centralized decision mechanism that
is always active and redirects requests to a randomly chosen
node.
Semi-autonomic algorithms (P1)

In a geographically distributed context, the introduction
of decentralized control is mandatory to remove the single
point of failure and to favour scalability. We consider two
algorithms based onP1.

The DistrLL and DistrRand algorithms are two varia-
tions ofCentrLLandCentrRandrespectively, where the de-
cision mechanism is distributed across all the participating
clusters.
Semi-autonomic algorithms (P1, P2)

PropertyP2 requires a specific load-aware activation
process. For example, an activation based on one static
threshold may cause unnecessary redirections, especially
when the workload is extremely variable [23, 2]. One
threshold allows to discern a binary (offloaded/overloaded)
state, gives an instantaneous view about a component state,
and does not help to understand whether the system is of-
floading or overloading. These lacks of knowledge con-
tradict the propertyP2. Moreover, continuous activa-
tion/deactivation may cause a system instability contradict-
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Table 1. Design space of request management algorithms
Trigger Activation/deactivation Selection Degree of Autonomic

mechanism mechanism mechanism collaboration properties

centralized — — — none
distributed state blind — — P1

distributed threshold-based — — P1

distributed load trend — — P1, P2

distributed load trend probabilistic — P1, P2, P3

distributed load trend probabilistic partial/local P1, P2, P3, P4

ing theP3 property. To enforce propertyP2 and to aug-
ment the degree of knowledge associated to the server state,
we propose that the redirection process be activated on the
basis of the behavioraltrend of the server load. The im-
portance of considering the load trend instead of punctual
or average values comes from the necessity of comparing
the resource load not just in absolute terms, because it leads
to wrong management decisions when the load measures
are extremely variable. Figure 4 gives some qualitative ex-
amples of trends based on the past three load values. It is
possible to discern a steady increase (t = 4) from a tran-
sient spike (t = 3). In this paper, we consider a trend-based
activation mechanism, where redirection starts as soon as a
steady increase is detected (t = 4). Deactivation occurs on
all the other cases. TheDistrLLTrendandDistrRandTrend
algorithms enhanceDistrLL andDistrRandby introducing
an activation mechanism based on this behavioral trend.

Figure 4. Trend load representation

Semi-autonomic algorithms (P1, P2, P3)
The selection policy can bestate information blind; this

includes the straightforward solution of redirecting atevery
opportunity. However, a blind redirection that does not take
into consideration the actual load conditions of the redirect-
ing cluster may cause a huge amount of unnecessary redi-
rections. Even worse, the lack of any feedback loop may
introduce oscillations and system instability that would in-
validateP3. In order to favor adaptation to changing condi-
tions and to avoid resource underutilization, it is also pos-
sible to perform aprobabilisticselection strategy, in which
only a percentage of the incoming requests is redirected,
while the remaining ones are served locally. The proba-
bilistic criterion chosen in this paper is simple yet effective:

the percentage of requests to be redirected is uniformly pro-
portional the last observed server load.

The DistrLLTrendProband DistrRandTrendProbalgo-
rithms add probabilistic selection to their management de-
cisions.
Autonomic algorithms (P1, P2, P3, P4)

All the previous strategies tend to operate with a spec-
ified degree of information about the load of the server
nodes. In aglobal information context, a cluster should take
decisions by considering the load of all the server nodes of
the system. This approach conflicts against the most impor-
tant autonomic properties, such as decentralization (P1) and
loose-coupling (P4). We introduce a loose collaboration by
limiting load information exchange to the two closest clus-
ters. TheDistrLLTrendProbPartandDistrRandTrendProb-
Part algorithms add this loose collaboration property.

4 Evaluation of the management algorithms

The ultimate goal of our analysis is to verify whether
and to which extent the introduction of autonomic proper-
ties into request management algorithms for geographically
distributed architectures yields a system that is robust with
respect to the highly variable conditions of the Web. To
this purpose, we measure the user-perceived stability and
system-perceived stability of existing and proposed algo-
rithms. We have carried out a large set of experiments for
several workloads and system conditions.

4.1 Test-bed for performance evaluation

Each component of the geographically distributed archi-
tecture is a multi-layer cluster where the first layers exe-
cute the HTTP server and the application server, deployed
through the Tomcat [28] servlet container; the back-end
layer runs the MySQL [21] database server. We have added
WAN delay among the clients and the clusters and among
the clusters through the netem emulator [15]. Each cluster
provides a single virtual IP address that corresponds to the
address of the Web switch that schedules the requests and
routes them among the other servers of the architecture. We
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use a TPC-W like workload model [29] as the implemen-
tation in [7]. Client requests are generated through a set of
emulated browsers, where each browser is implemented as a
Java thread reproducing an entire user session with the Web
site. We have experimented several workload scenarios, but
in this paper we report the results for two workload models,
Profile1andProfile2, with the following characteristics.

Profile1: it describes a TPC-W workload in the ideal case
of number of clients that does not change during the
experiment. (The shown results refer to a 30 emulated
browsers). Although the number of clients is fixed,
the number and type of requests reaching the system
is subject to some variation because they follow the
transition state diagram of the TPC-W model.

Profile2: it describes a realistic-like Web workload, ob-
tained from Profile1, where the number of emulated
browsers connecting to two of the participating clus-
ters (Cluster 2 and 4) increases with the pattern pre-
sented in [4]. The length of the experiment is for
3600s.

4.2 User-perceived stability

For the purposes of this paper, we consider a systemsta-
ble if it is able to keep the fluctuation of key performance
indexes within specific operating conditions. Depending on
the performance index, we can consider a user-perceived
stability and a system-perceived stability. User-perceived
stability refers to the variation of performance as it is ob-
served by the users especially in terms of Web page re-
sponse time that is, the time interval that occurs between the
user click and the arrival at the client of the HTML skeleton
and all embedded objects. Hence, a good measure of the
user-perceived stability is the standard deviation of the Web
page response times. To this purpose, we evaluate the sam-
ple standard deviationσ of all the Web page response times
−→
R = (r1, . . . , rn), that is given by:

σ =

√

√

√

√

1

n− 1

n
∑

i=1

(ri − r)2 (1)

wherer is the sample mean of
−→
R . A large value ofσ in-

dicates that the data points are far from its mean, while a
small value ofσ indicates that they are clustered closely
around the mean. This latter result is appreciated in terms
of user-perceived stability.

Table 2 shows the user-perceived stability of all the con-
sidered algorithms for the workload profilesProfile1 and
Profile2. For every redirection algorithm shown in the first
column, we report the average, 95-percentile and standard
deviation of the Web page response time. Let us start with

the lightestProfile1 and focus on the non autonomic al-
gorithmsCentrLL andCentrRand. If we enrich these al-
gorithms with all the autonomic propertiesP1, P2, P3, P4,
we obtain theDistrLLTrendProbPartandDistrRandTrend-
ProbPart policies. They improve user-perceived stability:
36% through least loaded location, 35% through random
location. This result influences even the Web page response
time that is substantially reduced in terms of average and
95-percentile values. However, while adding autonomic
properties to random-based algorithms guarantees a valu-
able improvement in stability and response time, the same
does not hold true for the algorithms based on least-loaded
principles. If we introduce a decentralized control (property
P1) in theCentrLLpolicy and obtain theDistrLL algorithm,
we achieve the best stability, with an improvement of user-
perceived performance of about 39%.

Introducing more autonomic properties intoDistrLL
does not improve the overall stability of the system; in
particular, adding load trend-based activation (propertyP2)
worsens stability. There is a motivation for this result.
When the system is subject to a light workload and the ac-
tivation threshold ofDistrLL is set to 66% of the maximum
cluster capacity, redirection is scarcely activated with acon-
sequent reduction of network overheads due to redirection.
If we use trend-based activation, the number of request redi-
rections increases, even when not strictly necessary (for ex-
ample, when the cluster is relatively offloaded, but its load
is increasing). Consequently, the response times ofDistr-
LLTrend are subject to higher variability. This effect can
be mitigated by adding a probabilistic selection (property
P3) that is proposed by theDistrLLTrendProbalgorithm.
Probabilistic selection adapts the number of redirected re-
quests as a function of the actual cluster load. In this case,
even if an increasing load trend activates the redirection pro-
cesses, a lower load index results in more requests being
served locally with a reduction of the variability of the re-
sponse times. While it is generally true that the adoption of
autonomic properties improves stability, an integration that
does not consider the characteristics of the architecture and
its operating scenario (here, a light workload) can actually
worsen the system performance.

Let us now to evaluate the performance of the request
management algorithms when some clusters of the system
are subject to a highly variable, although realistic, workload
(Profile2). We can anticipate that the benefits of the auto-
nomic properties are much more evident here.

If we introduce all the autonomic properties, we ob-
tain an impressive improvement in terms of user-perceived
stability with respect to non autonomic algorithms: about
495% for CentrLL versusDistrLLTrendProbPart; about
138% forCentrRandversusDistrRandTrendProbPart. It is
worth noticing that the best improvements are achieved with
respect to non autonomic algorithms that are based on least
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Table 2. Stability of the considered algorithms
Profile1 Profile2

avg 95perc stddev LBM avg 95perc stddev LBM

CentrLL 1458.11 2356 569.71 2.28 2208.27 4492 5261.11 2.06
CentrRandom 1411.54 2264 542.72 2.30 1873.34 3919 1940.85 1.80

DistrLL 979.03 1664 346.61 2.03 1664.17 3546 2157.84 1.75
DistrRandom 1498.98 2244 497.5 2.15 1649.20 2626 877.41 1.94

DistrLLTrend 1204.14 2080 497.54 2.15 1511.14 3013 1265.11 1.68
DistrRandomTrend 1155.30 2063 480.64 2.14 1625.49 3171 3081.60 1.72

DistrLLTrendProb 1010.25 1835 387.67 2.05 1374.98 2899 1051.67 1.68
DistrRandomTrendProb 997.83 1807 375.93 2.05 1468.93 3137 1589.43 1.69

DistrLLTrendProbPart 984.98 1626 346.99 2.04 1312.85 2688 883.10 1.65
DistrRandomTrendProbPart 986.32 1633 349.99 2.03 1285.13 2524 808.99 1.59

loaded location. Under intensive workload conditions, these
algorithms are often subject to load staleness [9] that might
lead to server overload, resource exhaustion, and higher re-
sponse times, as testified by theCentrLLalgorithm. Intro-
ducing a distributed trigger mechanism (P1) does not re-
move the load staleness problem, but it improves the scal-
ability because theDistrLL algorithm redistributes requests
only when the load is over the threshold. A trend-based ac-
tivation (propertyP2) leads to theDistrLLTrendalgorithm
that improves user-perceived stability because it introduces
a feedback loop that activates the redirection process as
soon as the cluster load increases (thus, preventing risks of
overload). Unfortunately, the advantages of trend-based ac-
tivation are paid by an increased network overhead due to
the excessive augment of redirections. This effect is miti-
gated by the integration of the probabilistic selection (prop-
ertyP3) that increases the percentage of local assignments
when the cluster is not really overloaded.

If we consider the algorithms based on random loca-
tion, the biggest gain is obtained by distributing the dis-
patcher controllers (see theCentrRandand theDistrRand
algorithms in Table 2). In particular, the trend-based acti-
vation mechanism seems to influence very badly the user-
perceived stability, although the system is more balanced
internally. While trend-based activation actually strains to
improve load balancing by favoring redirection, sometimes
it is possible that the random location policy chooses an
overloaded cluster, thus resulting in a high response time
and consequent higher standard deviations of the response
time.

Enforcing probabilistic selection (P3) improves the re-
quest locality and reduces the risk of sending requests to an
already overloaded cluster. A partial collaboration scheme
among the clusters (propertyP4) also seems to improve the
user-perceived stability. From the previous considerations,
we can conclude that, when the workload conditions are se-

vere, a trend-based activation can improve load-aware loca-
tion policies because it can offload a cluster quickly to the
least loaded server. This does not seem to hold for load-
blind policies, when there is a risk to choose an overloaded
server.

We conclude our analysis with a first summary about our
results for the considered algorithms and workloads:

• decentralization of control (P1) does always bring ben-
efits on user-perceived stability;

• trend-based activation (P2) may act poorly on load-
aware location algorithms under not severe workload
conditions, and poorly on load-blind location algo-
rithms under severe workload conditions;

• probabilistic selection (P3) is always beneficial to user-
perceived stability;

• loosely coupled collaboration (P4) is beneficial to
user-perceived stability.

4.3 System-perceived stability

System perceived stability refers to the variation of per-
formance across the different system components, espe-
cially in terms of utilization. According to [12], a system
is consideredrobust if it is able to guarantee stable perfor-
mance despite possibly abrupt and intense variations in the
operating conditions (e.g., flash crowds). We use a variation
of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov index to quantify the robust-
ness of a system in terms of the maximum distance between
the cumulative distribution functions of Web page response
times when the system is subject to different operating con-
ditions.

System-perceived stability is captured also through the
load balance metric [6] (LBM) that measures the degree of
load balancing across the different nodes. For each clusteri
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( i = 1, . . . , c), let us define a set of cluster load representa-
tions

−→
Li = (li1 , . . . , lim

), computed in the[1, . . . ,m] time

interval, and letpli = max(li ∈
−→
Li) be the highest load

value. Then, LBM is defined as follows:

LBM =

∑

1≤i≤m

pli

(
∑

1≤i≤m

∑

1≤j≤c

lj,i)/c
(2)

The value of the LBM can range from 1 (system perfectly
balanced) to the number of clustersc (system completely
unbalanced). Table 2 reports the system-perceived stability
of all the considered algorithms for the workloadProfile1
andProfile2. Many considerations on user-perceived sta-
bility also hold for system-perceived stability, with some
exceptions that we detail below.

We recall that for Profile1 autonomic-enhanced al-
gorithms achieve a limited improvement of the system-
perceived stability (about 10% using least loaded selection,
11% using random location). One reason for this limited
improvement is thatProfile1does not stress enough the sys-
tem with cluster unbalance; consequently, the LBM values
do not change much. However, the trend-based activation
can be detrimental to load-blind location policies and bene-
ficial to load-aware location policies.

If we consider the more interestingProfile2, we can ob-
serve that the system-perceived stability is improved by
24% and 13% when we enrichCentrLLandCentrRRwith
all the autonomic properties. Moreover, gradually adding
these properties into all the algorithms based on least-
loaded location seems to increment the internal stability.
The same does not hold true for the random-based algo-
rithms because when we integrate the trend-based activa-
tion (P3), the LBM coefficient increases from 1.80 to 1.94.
A deeper investigation reveals a nonuniform distribution of
request redirections across the different clusters.

In Figure 5, we report the CPU utilization of the back-
end node for the Cluster 1 and 2 of the prototype that
is subject to the workloadProfile2. All front-end nodes
of the clusters implement theDistrRandTrendProbPartre-
quest management algorithm. Att = 600s, two clusters
(including Cluster 2) begin to be subject to an augment of
the load, while the other three clusters (including Cluster1)
receive the same amount of requests from the clients. The
load increment activates the redirection process at the Clus-
ter 2 that starts to redirect some requests to its closest clus-
ters, that is, Cluster 1 and 3. We can appreciate that around
t = 1000s, the load in all clusters is rather stable and bal-
anced, although two clusters continue to receive a number
of requests much higher than those received by the other
three clusters.

We can conclude that decentralization of control (P1)
does usually improve system-perceived stability, unless the
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Figure 5. Internal cluster load

location policy is load-blind and does not put much effort
into balancing. Moreover, the combination of autonomic
properties, such as trend-based activation (P2), probabilis-
tic selection (P3) and loosely coupled collaboration (P4), is
beneficial to system-perceived stability.

4.4 Robustness

We use as a measure of system robustness, the index
defined in [12], that is a variation of the Kolmogorov-
Smironov (K-S) statisticsδ. We exercise our prototype un-
der two different workload conditions: the reference work-
load conditionProfile1 that corresponds to a lightly loaded
system, and a perturbed workload condition that provides
a more severe scenario for the system. Then, we compute
the cumulative distribution function of Web page response
timesF (r) = P (R ≤ r) for the reference workload and
the cumulative distribution function of Web page response
timesF ∗(r) = P (R ≤ r) for the perturbed workload. The
δ statistics is computed as follows:

δw = sup
−∞<x<+∞

(F (r) − F ∗(r))ψ(r) (3)

whereψ(r) = − ln(F (r)(1 − F (r)) is a weight func-
tion that adjusts the index for the tail of the distribution.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov index measures the “distance”
between the two CDFs. The closer the two functions, the
less is the impact of the perturbation on Web page response
times, hence the more robust is the system.

In Figure 6 we report theδ robustness index for some
representative algorithms, when we apply four increasing
workloads that span fromProfile1 to Profile2. The mes-
sage from the figure is quite clear: enriching existing re-
quest redirection algorithms with autonomic-enhanced sup-
ports can consistently improve the robustness of the system.
For example, the robustness increases by a factor of four
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if we compare a centralized, non autonomic policy (Centr-
Rand) and an autonomic (DistrRandTrendProbPart) algo-
rithm. We observe that when we introduce more autonomic
properties, theδ index grows slower, thus indicating a more
robust system. If we compare the values ofδ when the
workload intensity is highest, we can conclude that the main
contributions to robustness are achieved thanks to the fol-
lowing factors that are listed in terms of decreasing impor-
tance: loose cooperation (P4, ∆δ = 0.21), decentralization
(P1, ∆δ = 0.20), probabilistic selection (P3, ∆δ = 0.10)),
and trend-based activation (P2, ∆δ = 0.09).
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5 Related work

The is a large literature on clusters, geographically dis-
tributed systems for Web-based services and related dis-
patching and load balancing algorithms. The initial idea
comes from the observation that in a geographical sce-
nario only distributed solutions are acceptable. However,
this is the first paper that investigates whether autonomic-
enhanced distributed algorithms for request management on
a geographical scale may work and to which extent.

For example, existing strategies for redirecting load are
founded on one or two thresholds for deciding about activa-
tion/deactivation [14]. An approach with fixed threshold(s)
is clearly not autonomic and risks to lead the system to un-
stable oscillations. For this reason, we limit the space of
investigation to a trend-based activation scheme that con-
siders just local system information and requires no cooper-
ation among other clusters. This is just an example because
Section 3 contains other details and references.

Unlike the large majority of existing papers that evaluate
performance through simulation models, we have carried a
large set of experiments through a prototype of a geograph-
ically distributed Web-based system that is enriched with

HTTP request redirection mechanisms, is subject to realis-
tic workload and includes WAN effects.

We also observe that modern systems and solutions
should be oriented to give more importance to system sta-
bility and robustness than to absolute performance, that in
some sense is guaranteed almost always by top existing ar-
chitectures. A similar evaluation approach applied to the
geographical Web context is another original contribution
of this paper. Measuring the robustness of a system is a
widely studied topic, however previous approaches aim at
specific problems such as job scheduling [5,10,17] that are
quite different from the context considered here. Other ap-
proaches require a model of the system in order to make
the associated mathematics tractable. For example, the pa-
pers in [20,27] need a Markov model that may be unfeasible
for representing a geographically distributed system. Other
definitions of robustness [1] are sensitive to some configura-
tion parameters and, as a consequence, somewhat arbitrary.
Theδ robustness index used in this paper has been proposed
in [12] to evaluate three systems (a job scheduler prototype,
a streaming video server, a simulated distributed network
service). We extend the robustness analysis to a geograph-
ically distributed Web-based prototype subject to realistic
workloads. Furthermore, we analyze both the stability and
the robustness of a system (the differences between stability
and robustness can be found in [16]).

6 Conclusions

Highly popular Web sites require distribution infrastruc-
tures over geographical regions to scale to the ever increas-
ing user demands. Unfortunately, these infrastructures can-
not only rely solely on over-provisioning to peak demands,
because they would be unable to face temporary and unpre-
dictable flash crowds. In this paper, we have shown how
the integration of fundamental autonomic concepts (such as
decentralization of control, information collection and re-
flection, adaptation to changing environment, loosely cou-
pled collaboration) into request management algorithms can
lead to consistent improvement in terms of stability and ro-
bustness of the user-perceived and system-perceived perfor-
mance. The proposed algorithms allow to reduce the com-
munication overheads among the system components, re-
move architecture bottlenecks by anticipating possible com-
ponent overload and by gradually shifting portions of re-
quests among the clusters. As a consequence, the user per-
ceives a reduced latency in terms of the 95-percentile of
the Web page response time. All these goals are achieved
through a novel, trend-based activation scheme that is based
just on local system information with no cooperation among
other clusters. It is self-adaptable and guarantees best stabil-
ity especially when it is coupled with probabilistic selection
based on a feedback control loop.
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Another important contribution of this paper is the eval-
uation of system stability and robustness that must be pre-
served for the system to scale to larger sizes. The robustness
of the performance obtained by some of the autonomic-
enhanced algorithms is typically good (especially under
heavy workload conditions), and seems to improve when
adding autonomic properties.
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